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The Beginning
It was in 1967 that the magic first happened between Chantal and Gérard Perse.
Chantal was supporting her brother in a cycling race at Maisons Laffitte,
and Gérard won the race hands down. This victory would seal their destiny,
and together they would take on the world.

I

t is 1967, and the couple are just 18 years old.

best led them to change their course in life

She has worked since the age of 14 in the

again. In 1977, Chantal Perse left the family

family grocery shop, whilst he followed his

grocery shop and together they opened their

father’s personal ambition by taking up his

first fruit and vegetable shop in Boulogne

painter’s apron.

Billancourt. 5 years later, in 1982, Promodes
was looking to develop its franchises and

4 years later, having served his country,

the couple sold their shop to open their first

Gérard Perse did something he had dreamed

supermarket in Pontault Combault.

of for several years - he married the young
greengrocer. For someone with big dreams

The Group made no mistake in giving another

but with his feet firmly planted on the

two supermarkets to the Perse couple in

floor, the time came to offer his new bride

1985, then another in 1988, and a final one

a comfortable life. By creating a building

in 1991. But for Gérard Perse, who was also a

painting company, he unknowingly laid the

remarkable buyer for the Promodes Group

foundation of an exceptional entrepreneurial

for the popular wine fairs, Médoc, its vines

future.

and châteaux were just some of the aromas
which would underpin his desire to work and

Self-sacrifice,

endurance,

hard

work,

live in tune with the seasons.

teamwork and collective intelligence are just
some of the values which underpinned the

In 1993, the couple achieved their dream

long winter outings of this semi-professional

and bought a château in the medieval town

cyclist, and which marked the couple’s path

of Saint-Emilion, one which had lost its

for 50 years. In 1976, the couple gave birth

shine - but despite its appearance, the two

to a daughter called Angélique, and a new

visionaries saw its potential.

path in life. The desire to offer her the very
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Château Monbousquet: a name which is the stuff that dreams are made
of, a 17th century building which defies the laws of gravity and is at risk
of collapse, medium-quality vines and many things which deterred other
property buyers.
Part visionary, part wild, for 5 years the Perse family worked tirelessly. Bit by
bit they nursed the vines back to health, getting this 17th century building
back on its feet, sales improved, and the Perse family achieved a two-fold
goal: they successfully developed a business, but above all they returned this
place to its former glory.
In 1997 Chantal and Gérard Perse purchased Château Pavie Decesse.
In 1998 the couple - which proved their worth at Château Monbousquet decided to sell all their supermarkets and hypermarkets to invest fully in
Saint-Emilion. Château Pavie 1er Grand Cru Classé B was for sale. Twentyodd heirs, years of disagreements and abandoned vines. The challenge
was too big to not have the Perses as buyers, and they added the third
château to their portfolio. 1 year later, they purchased Château Bellevue
Mondotte, then Les Lunelles en Castillon, and in 2001 against all odds, the
couple bought a hotel, a former monastery which offered bed and board to
pilgrims: Hostellerie de Plaisance.
Although novices in the hospitality industry, the Perses wanted to offer a
hotel to Saint-Emilion, its shops and residents able to provide an authentic
and elegant experience.
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Their objectives: to join the Relais & Châteaux family which they had dreamed
about, and to open a gourmet restaurant recognised by the Michelin Guide.
When you are aiming for excellence, it’s difficult to offer simplicity, and yet
this was the very essence of the couple’s project. Surrounded by employees
hired for their human values as much as their business skills, in 2002 they
received their first Michelin star, and they joined the Relais & Châteaux
group in 2003.
In 2007 and as before, after having improved their existing situation and
revealed all its potential, the Perses kicked it up a gear and fully renovated
the establishment. Reinventing yourself whilst remaining true to yourself
- the only pointers written on the brief given to the architect Alberto
Pinto. With unrivalled finesse, he managed to create a poetic and modern
symphony through the building. For Maison Cales, which the couple had
purchased a few years previously, the authentic decor is an ode to the town
of Saint-Emilion. In 2009 Hostellerie de Plaisance received a 5 star rating.
With the arrival of Angélique and her husband two years later, Chantal and
Gérard Perse’s project reached its full meaning.
Together, they would aim to refine an experience in their image. In 2012,
after nearly 10 years of hard work, the Perses achieved a wild but very
real dream: Le Château Pavie became “1er Grand Cru Classé A” and joined
Angélus Château Ausone and Château Cheval Blanc in the Saint Emilion
annals.
In 2016, the chef Ronan Kervarrec brought his new style to the Hostellerie
de Plaisance gourmet restaurant. The 2017 edition of the Michelin Guide
awarded a second star to the Saint-Emilion establishment, and Gault&Millau
gave it 4 toques the following year. But the former Chèvre d’Or chef has an
unlimited field of expression. With him, the Perses achieved their goal to
further add to the experience of Hostellerie de Plaisance guests. It is now
early 2017, and L’Envers du Décor, an emblematic bistro facing the hotel’s
main building, was up for sale. The Perse family signed on the dotted line.
And Ronan Kervarrec added something extra to the Hostellerie de Plaisance
experience.
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La Table de Plaisance
Land and Sea in their purest form

A

majestic dining room decorated by the architect Alberto Pinto contains the restaurant of the
famous chef Ronan Kervarrec. A Compagnon du Devoir et du Tour de France (member of a
prestigious French institution), Chef Kervarrec offers cuisine where simplicity is king.

In this medieval town, the prestigious Michelin Guide gave La Table de l’Hostellerie de Plaisance
two stars in 2017, which is an ode to products, indulgence and wine. Through an elegant and poetic
menu, the chef invites you to enjoy meticulous and precise cuisine made by passionate men and
women for lunch or dinner.
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L’Envers du Décor
Seasonal, simple and tasty food

L

ocated opposite the main building of Hostellerie de Plaisance, L’Envers du Décor,
an emblematic bistro in the old town, offers a typical Ronan Kervarrec experience.

With authentic decor between the Collégiale and Chapelle du Chapitre, L’Envers du Décor invites you
to discover seasonal produce cooked as simply as possible to reveal their full flavours.
Awarded its first Toque at the Gault & Millau Awards in 2018, L’Envers du Décor is the ideal spot to
share a friendly meal, and discover an eclectic and personal wine list.
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Immersion
at Château Pavie
Share the secrets of Château Pavie, 1er Grand Cru Classé A

T

hrough booked tours, Château Pavie invites you to discover all the secrets of a “1er Grand Cru
Classé A” production. Alone, as a couple, with your family or friends, enjoy the space for a very

private tour of the cellars of one of greatest châteaux in the world for a few hours. And to ensure

you enjoy an unforgettable visit, Château Pavie invites you to try its best cru at the end of the tour.
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The Bar, the Cellar
J

ust like Château Pavie, 1er Grand Cru Classé A, the cellar at Hostellerie de Plaisance is a cellar
created with passion, patience and a personal touch. The cellar houses the best bottles from
Saint-Emilion, as well as some future stars.
The goal of Benoit Gelin - head sommelier - is to help others appreciate the diversity of the

Saint-Emilion cru. And to further add to the Hostellerie experience, he’s keen to surprise guests with
a Beaujolais or other Rhône Valley crus to create some exquisite pairings.
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The hotel
Welcoming guests like you would like to be welcomed

W

ith a heightened sense of hospitality, just like in the past Hostellerie de Plaisance
welcomes travellers from across the world who have come to visit the most famous
wine town: Saint-Emilion. Nestled in the heart of the historic centre, the Hostellerie

is made up of two main buildings linked by a floral garden. Completely renovated by the Architect
Alberto Pinto, the main building - which was formerly a monastery - offers modern and simple
decor, 9 rooms with 3 overlooking the village, and a junior suite.
The Village House offers a certain intimacy at the bottom of the garden, with 5 rooms, 1 junior
suite and 2 suites, all decorated with the architect Alberto Pinto’s authentic style. The in-room

experience is carefully controlled by Mylène Gelin, and supported by qualified and passionate staff.
Staying at Hostellerie de Plaisance is about enjoying a unique spot at the heart of the medieval
town and an unforgettable stay in Saint-Emilion.
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Home in the vines
at the heart of Château Pavie
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Village house
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I

n 2005, whilst several wonderful professional opportunities were offered
to Angélique and her husband, they focused on another family business,
that of Angélique’s parents, and the two Parisians settled down in Saint-

Emilion.
Jumping on the bandwagon and understanding her parents’ ambitions
amongst the internationally renowned vines were just some of the lessons
that Angélique discovered through her first role as HR manager. But
Angélique - who was there at the very start of her parents’ entrepreneurial
journey - wanted to live up to their expectations and Angélique soon
managed all the human resources. Ensuring that the men and women
who support the company have the required skills, ensuring that they
share the same interest in the values of elegance, excellence and simplicity,

THE TEAM

Angélique Da Costa-Perse
Perse Owner
Angélique grew up in the Paris region. After being reluctant to join the prestigious
Ferrandi cooking school, she finally settled on human resources. After her training,
she joined Galeries Lafayette where she spent 3 years as a payroll manager. Fashion,
the human touch and the family management of this major French company
were some of the elements which contributed to the professional development of
the young woman. Like her parents, Ms. Meyer - the owner at the time - was an
integral part of the company and invested fully in the day-to-day operations of this
blossoming company.

the foundation of the family’s company, but also checking that they
have the correct resources to make the company a success are the many
responsibilities which Angélique faces.

Today, with all the confidence of her parents, Angélique makes strategic
decisions and coordinates their implementation. For Angélique, “comparing
yourself to others makes you forget who you are”, and it is with the desire
to welcome guests from across the world just like she would like to be
welcomed that Angélique Da Costa Perse provides THE unique and
exceptional experience, supported by top-notch professionals.
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Ronan Kervarrec
Ambassador
The young Ronan Kervarrec was born on the vast Brittany coast.
Alongside his father, who managed the kitchens of the family inn “Le Toul-Douar”,
Ronan was introduced to the world of gastronomy.

A

t the age of making major

rotisserie, Ronan Kervarrec left

Under

decisions, he joined Lycée

Honfleur to join the team of Joël

between 3am and 10pm, and a

Hôtelier in Dinar, and with the

Robuchon. But he had another

single ambition: excellence.

advice of his cooking teacher, he

calling - his father was about to

1 year later, the group moved to

completed an additional year of

fight his final battle and he de-

Fauchon, then Le Nôtre.

study as a butcher-caterer in Lille.

cided to go back to the family

Ronan Kervarrec continued to

kitchen. Supported by Els, his

stand out as a key part of the cu-

At the end of his training, he went

wife, Ronan made the heart beat

linary puzzle, and he contributed

to the capital, and spent a year

of the inn which he saw grow as

his talent to innovation. For many

improving with Edouard Carlier

a child.

years, chef Kervarrec managed

as commis in Beauvillier. The

his

orders,

90

cooks,

the kitchens of this prestigious

following year, after dreaming

In 1998, the couple returned

company, whilst sketching out

of haute cuisine he joined the

to Belgium. Els’ parents, foun-

the outlines of a gourmet project

prestigious Georges Blanc team.

ders of the famous restaurant

in the south with his family.

Rigour, precision, the diversity

“Het’Kleine Fornuis”, needed sup-

of products and local cooking

port. The road would be long,

It is 2006, and the time came

are just some of the 2-star chef’s

but they tackled the project with

for the small family to write the

fond memories. Learning how to

care and talent. 4 years later the

second chapter of their story. A

make sauces and jus were on the

efforts paid off, and now surroun-

friend who worked at Le Louis XV

list, and at Ferme Saint Siméon in

ded by two children, the couple

in Monaco suggested a tailored

Denis Le Cadre he had a deman-

started to raise a family.

project: a 400 square meter pro-

ding and educational master.

duction laboratory, a restaurant

For 2 years, he blossomed whilst

2002, on returning to Paris,

opening, all ready to be set up,

working and when night fell, he

Groupe Flo wanted the services

and with a single name in mind

wrote the other half of his story

of the person who contributed to

- Ronan.

with the one who would beco-

the new rise of its Belgian com-

me his wife. Whilst demi chef for

petitor.
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W

ith his recognised talent,

made a name for himself amongst

of the complicated path ahead, the

the one who had put gour-

the elite of French gastronomy. But

Chef aimed to fully develop the res-

met cuisine to one side for a decade,

the chef had many ambitions, and

taurant. From fish to pastry, each

captivated, thrilled and convinced

just one gourmet restaurant was

proposal was reworked down to

Yannick Alleno to support him for

not enough - he wanted to play

its purest form. At the end of 2016,

the Prince Albert Foundation.

with a whole philharmonic orches-

L’Envers du Décor - the famous

tra. The Chef developed all aspects

Saint-Emilion bistro - was up for

The Kervarrec machine was ready

of the restaurant. The establishment

sale. For Chef Kervarrec, the address

to roll. One year later, in Marrakesh

was sold out. He had nothing else

facing the main establishment was

Ronan supported the one who had

to prove. In 2016, the evening star

an unparalleled opportunity. The

trusted him: Yannick Alleno. Whilst

guided Ronan Kervarrec yet again:

deal was done. The Hostellerie de

he was a consultant training local

Yannick Alleno told him about an

Plaisance bistro has just opened,

cooks at Yannick Alleno’s restaurant,

establishment in Saint-Emilion.

with regional products cooked tra-

Ronan met another colleague living

ditionally, as simply as possible, to

in Marrakesh, in keeping with tradi-

Ronan Kervarrec moved, the project

tion: Fabrice Vulin.

was ambitious, a family company,

uncover their full magic.

and the owners’ philosophy reflec-

With a second star under his belt,

The chef at Chèvre d’Or invited him

ting that of the innkeeper’s son.

chef Kervarrec and his team com-

to join him as Assistant Chef. Sep-

In June 2016, the Kervarrec family

bine the love of the produce, sim-

tember 2010, Ronan Kervarrec went

set down their bags in Saint Emilion

plicity and acrobatic cooking, with

to Eze and Chèvre d’Or which domi-

and Ronan took control at Hostel-

support by the management team

nates the open sea. 2 years later, Fa-

lerie de Plaisance. Whilst he arrived

and owners, putting the finishing

brice Vulin left for Hong Kong, and

alone, the February 2017 edition of

touches on his tremendous and

naturally Ronan Kervarrec took up

the Michelin Guide gave a second

honest work at Hostellerie de Plai-

the reins as Chef at Chèvre d’Or. 2013,

star to La Table de Plaisance, rena-

sance.

2014 and 2015 confirmed the 2 stars

med by Chef Kervarrec on his arri-

at Chèvre d’Or, and Chef Kervarrec

val. With a loyal, strong team aware
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Mylène Gelin
Manager
Mylène Gelin grew up in the Paris region. Passionate about foreign languages,
Mylène crossed the channel at the end of her baccalaureate.
At school during the day and working as a restaurant waitress by night, it was
here that she started her career in hospitality.

O

n returning to France, Mylène

Albi, Val Thorens, just some of the

Mylène was naturally invited to take

looked to enrol for a BTH

experiences

young

on this role. Administration, staff

changed

woman’s career, but “peak season”

management and work organisation

direction and started to train as a

did not leave much time for a

are just some of her assignments.

“housekeeper”. A perfectionist, calm

personal life, and the couple looked

But above all, ensuring that each

and highly organised, she had a real

for a home to stay long-term.

person takes special care with their

love for public relations and found

Hostellerie de Plaisance called out to

work for the comfort and wellbeing

her calling.

them: its customers, the exceptional

of the guests.

(hospitality

diploma),

marking

the

setting, and the prospects offered by
To complete her education, Mylène

the new owners were just some of

For

had to complete a placement, and

the arguments which convinced the

revolves

she set down her bags at Choiseul

couple.

her long list of responsibilities also

in Amboise. Château life found her

someone

whose

around

daily

customer

life
care,

includes being an elegant, friendly

a prince, and she left a year later

In 2003, Mylène signed an initial

and attentive manager.

alongside Benoit Gelin. After a stay

receptionist contract, but her skills

for a few months in England, the two

led her to the position of head

Mylène

soulmates went to work seasonally

receptionist from 2004. In 2013,

taste for excellence and customer

at Relais & Châteaux, which they

the position of executive assistant

care to support both guests and

particularly enjoyed.

became available, and

employees.

successfully

combines

a
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I

t was all suddenly clear. This shy guy wanted to work with customers. At
the end of his fourth year, Benoit joined a catering course. He completed

a placement at La Belle Etoile, one of the most popular restaurants in Niort.
Benoit proudly remembers the passion of his placement supervisors, Claude
Guignard and Angelo Merlet. Through them, he started to learn about wine.
With a vocational certificate in the bag, Claude Guignard encouraged him to
study to be a sommelier, and the young Benoit followed his master’s advice.
In 1996, he joined Choiseul, in Amboise. High standards, rigour, meticulous
organisation and being far from home were just some of the difficulties
which this 18 year old kid tackled.
After finishing his course, Benoit spent 6 months as a commis, but to
improve his English he had to go to the UK. Alongside Mylène, who he had
recently met, Benoit crossed the channel, and returned to France 6 months
later. With his future wife, Benoit worked seasonally for nearly 5 years.
Season after season in Albi, at Fitz Roy in Val Thorens, Benoit surprised and
developed, and then he started to think about settling down.
In 2003, the couple were looking for a Relais & Châteaux property, with a
minimum of 1 Michelin star, and they decided to join Hostellerie de Plaisance.

Benoit Gelin
Head Sommelier

At just 25 years old, Benoit took the responsibility of Head Sommelier at the
most beautiful spot in Saint-Emilion. After having completely revisited the
cellar’s shelves, forming strong links with local wine growers and those from
further afield, for 15 years Benoit has started each service with his own style:
suggesting wine pairings, without ever imposing them.

From a young age, this Niort native had a passion for cooking.
At just 13 years old, he completed a placement at a local restaurant during
the Autumn holidays. Whilst most young people his age liked to laze around,
Benoit forged a path to the restaurant during the Easter holidays,
this time in the dining room.
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Guillaume Bouillier
Maître d’hôtel
In a small village in Burgundy, Guillaume discovered his love of making others
happy. The village had just 150 residents, and quite naturally the young kids in the
village took an active role in organising fêtes, fairs and other events for neighbours
to meet up.

A

longside

his

grandfather,

the famous Chef Roellinger as Chef

young Maître d’Hôtel. After 8 years at

mayor of the village of Livernais,

de rang. In 2009, a role as assistant

the establishment, Guillaume offers

Guillaume confirmed his interest in

Maître d’hôtel at Bistro Marin called

a warm and remarkable service

working in a role focused on making

out to him.

alongside Ronan Kervarrec.

In 2010, Guillaume looked to go

Care, the right words and happiness

At 16 years old, Guillaume went

back to his family home, Gironde. His

are

to the city of Bouge and obtained

wishlist: a Michelin starred restaurant,

passes on to his team, and he aims

his baccalaureate and vocational

Gironde and a role as Maître d’hôtel.

to make this simple moment an

diploma in hospitality. The keen

Several spots wanted to bring the

unforgettable memory at the start

worker took a role at Troisgros in

promising young man on board, but

of each service.

Rouanne. For 4 years, the commis

he chose Hostellerie de Plaisance.

learned, perfected his techniques

The excellence, two Michelin stars,

and formed a winning mentality.

and the family management of

In 2005, he moved to Brittany and

the establishment appealed to the

others happy.
the

values

that

Guillaume
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Carine Filisetti
Head Receptionist
An Alsace native, Carine moved to Pauillac in her final year of studies
to join her mother who transferred to Médoc

A

fter obtaining her Baccalaureate, Carine started an apprenticeship at Relais & Châteaux CordeillanBages. 1 year later she received her professional certificate as a receptionist and her first permanent

job. 1 and a half years later, Carine dreamed of Hostellerie de Plaisance, but the role would not open up for
a few months, so Carine waited patiently at Maison Pic.
Carine joined Hostellerie de Plaisance in 2010 as a receptionist. 6 years later, the young Girondin by
adoption was promoted to Head Receptionist. Supervised by Mylène Gelin, Carine quickly became an
essential part of the reception. Her role since 2016: to offer warm and efficient customer care
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T

he hyperactive young boy with unbridled energy found something to
help him concentrate in patisserie, and he formed a career year by year.

After receiving his vocational diploma in boutique patisserie, Sébastien
studied for another diploma in cooking with a specialism in restaurant
desserts, with great success.
With a diploma under his belt, Sébastien started as commis at Assiette
Rouanaise, before booking his place at the 2-star Marc Meneau restaurant
in Burgundy. He quickly rose to the role of Demi Chef de Partie. He dreamed
of moving to Gironde, and it wouldn’t be long before his dream was realised.
In 2012, Hostellerie de Plaisance was looking for a Demi Chef de Partie in
patisserie. 3 months later, the golden boy was offered the role of Chef de
Partie and he worked tirelessly to reach the highest standards. Alongside
Matthieu Robin, he learned about bread and refined his technique.
But it was in 2016 with the arrival of Ronan Kervarrec that Sébastien would
reach his full potential. Supported by his exceptional technique, he focused
on flavour. Forgetting everything to excel was the guidance offered by chef
Kervarrec. From nights of worry to nights of joy, the chef Nabaile had doubts,
moved forward and triumphed.
Now he creates desserts with incredible technique which are an ode to

Sébastien Nabaile
Pastry Chef

each of the products he uses. For the farm boy, uncovering the product
and offering it a new perspective whilst respecting its original identity is
certainly the best definition of his job.

This Roanne native discovered agricultural work, the love of products
and respect for animals on the family farm.
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Christophe Gaudino
Maître d’hôtel for the
brasserie
L’Envers du Décor
Christophe Gaudino was born in Marseille. After completing his fifth year,
he decided to study for a course which interested him in particular: hospitality.
The bold student studied for his vocational diploma and honed his skills in
Les Baux de Provence, at a restaurant with 1 Michelin star.

A

t just 19 years old, the young

across the channel. 6 months

of Saint Emilion - a particular

Marseille

his

later, the commis had perfected

favourite - a discussion started

first big role in the capital, and

his English and was racing along.

at the back of a PMU bar. Facing

joined the coveted Crillon team

3 years later, now Maître d’Hôtel,

him, François des Ligneris, former

with gusto. Two and a half years

he decided to move to Megève.

owner of L’Envers du Décor. He

later, now Demi Chef de Rang,

He had various experiences in

was looking for a manager for

Christophe wanted to return

prestigious establishments.

his wine bar, a key spot in the

native

got

back home, and at Château de

medieval village.

Rochegude, Relais & Châteaux,

Le Chalet du Mont d’Arbois,

he achieved his wish. Here, he

Emmanuel Renaut, Marc Veyrat,

The rest is history, and 15 years

had an important meeting with

Gilles Goujeon, and even Michel

later he still manages his team

André Chabert, with whom he

Portos in St James are just some

with the same passion. Leading

would discover a passion for

of the Michelin star experiences

the

wine.

that Christophe can mention on

promoting the cuisine designed

his CV.

and created by the chef Ronan

Two years later, Christophe set

dining

Kervarrec

his sights on a new objective:

But the wine enthusiast was keen

perfecting his English, and it was

on moving closer to the vines. In

at Chez Nico, with 3 Michelin

2004, when Christophe Gaudino

stars, that he continued his career

was walking through the village

room

are

just

team

and

some

of

Christophe’s day-to-day tasks.
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The gift box store

An online store offers gift boxes for the benefits provided by the establishment.
The customer can create their own gift box online at any time.
They can then directly send their guest the gift voucher either online (through an email as a PDF file)
or by post (printed envelope).
The gift boxes are also available by telephone or directly at reception.

hostelleriedeplaisance.secretbox.fr
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5, place du Clocher
33330 Saint-Emilion – France
Tél : +33 5 57 55 07 55
contact@hostelleriedeplaisance.com
www.hostelleriedeplaisance.com
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